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Itinerary Details
 
 

European Splendor 2023
 

11Nights 12Days
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Day 1 : Arrive in London - the financial, political and cultural heart of Britain.
 

Welcome to one of the world's most visited cities - London. Meet your friendly Travel
Professional outside the baggage hall and proceed to the hotel. (Check-in after 1500
hrs.). 
Overnight in London. (Dinner)

Dinner  
 

Day 2 : Enjoy a guided city tour of London. Witness the Changing of Guard ceremony
(subject to operation). Visit the famous Madame Tussauds wax museum.
 

Proceed on a city tour of London with our local guide. View (from the comfort of your
coach) famous landmarks like Hyde Park, Big Ben, Houses of Parliament,
Westminster Abbey, Trafalgar Square, Piccadilly Circus, Buckingham Palace, Tower
Bridge, River Thames, and many more. Witness the disciplined and coordinated
event of the Changing of the Guards at Buckingham Palace (subject to operation).
Later, discover a world of famous celebrities at Madame Tussauds with more than
250 life-like wax figures!
Overnight in London. (Breakfast/Dinner)  

Breakfast,Dinner  
 

Day 3 : On to Paris, the City of Lights and Glamour. Enjoy a romantic cruise on the River
Seine.
 

Today travel by Le Shuttle / ferry to Paris. Arrive in Paris, a fashionable and elegant
city known for its haute couture, renowned museums and beautiful monuments.
Later enjoy a romantic cruise down the River Seine. Get a unique perspective on
Paris and discover the ravishing City of Lights from the water while cruising on River
Seine.
Overnight in Paris. (Breakfast/Dinner)  

Breakfast,Dinner  
 

Day 4 : Enjoy a guided city tour of Paris. Visit the world-renowned Louvre Museum. Take
in a bird’s eye view of Paris from the Eiffel Tower’s 02 Level.
 

Today proceed on a fascinating city tour. Marvel at the finest Parisian sights – the
Champs Elysees, Alexander Bridge, Invalides, Arc de Triomphe, Concorde Square,
Opera House and several others. Visit the world-renowned Louvre Museum (No
Guide), known for its collection of artifacts and paintings and see the enigmatic
smile of ‘Mona Lisa’, Leonardo da Vinci’s masterpiece. Visit the iconic Eiffel Tower
for a stunning view of the city from the 2nd level.
Overnight in Paris. (Breakfast/Dinner)  

Breakfast,Dinner  
 

Day 5 : Onto Switzerland.
 

Today proceed on a scenic drive to Switzerland - home to numerous lakes, villages
and the high peaks of the Alps. The country is also known for its ski resorts and
hiking trails. Banking and finance are key industries, while Swiss watches and
chocolates are world-renowned.
Overnight in Central Switzerland. (Breakfast/Dinner)  
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Breakfast,Dinner  
 

Day 6 : Visit Mt. Titlis and take an exciting ride up the snow-clad Swiss Alps in Rotair –
the world’s first rotating cable car. Enjoy an orientation tour of Lucerne.
 

Today, view the magnificent mountain peaks and glacier crevasses of Mt. Titlis in
the world’s first revolving cable car - Rotair. Mt. Titlis is central Switzerland’s loftiest
peak, covered with snow and ice and a visual treat. At 10,000 feet, get 360-degree
view of the Alpine landscape. Experience the TITLIS Cliff Walk – the highest
suspension bridge in Europe. Later drive to one of the most beautiful cities in
Switzerland - Lucerne. View the Lion Monument and the Kapellbrucke (wooden
bridge). Enjoy some free time to shop for famous Swiss watches, knives, souvenirs,
and chocolates.
Overnight in Central Switzerland. (Breakfast/Dinner)  

Breakfast,Dinner  
 

Day 7 : Day free or you can opt for an excursion to the Magical Alpine wonderland of
Jungfraujoch.
 

The day is free to explore the city on your own or opt for the magical Alpine
excursion to Jungfraujoch - the Top of Europe, board a cogwheel train to reach the
highest railway station in Europe at 11,333 feet, to an Alpine wonderland of ice and
snow. Visit Ice Palace, experience a breathtaking panoramic view from the Sphinx
Observation Terrace and view the longest glacier in the Alps - the Aletsch Glacier. 
Overnight in Central Switzerland. (Breakfast/Packed Dinner)  

Breakfast,Dinner  
 

Day 8 : Enjoy a guided tour of Munich. Visit Swarovski Crystal Museum – the dazzling
world of crystals.
 

Today proceed to Munich for a guided tour, drive past the most famous sights of
Munich, Marienplatz -with its Glockenspiel Carillion, Stachus square - the most
elaborate painting galleries, Pinakotheken- the monumental, Ludwigstrasse - with
Triumphal Arch, Maximilianeum - the Bavarian Parliament in addition to the Angel of
Peace, the English Garden, Olympic village and the BMW Museum. Proceed to
Wattens, to visit the Swarovski World of Crystals and marvel at the crystalline works
of art. 
Overnight in Austria. (Breakfast/Dinner)  

Breakfast,Dinner  
 

Day 9 : Explore the beautiful city of Innsbruck on an orientation tour. Visit romantic
Venice, a lagoon city that inspired poetry and passion.
 

This morning enjoy an orientation tour of beautiful Innsbruck. See the Golden Roof
with its gold-plated copper tiles, a characteristic landmark of Innsbruck. Walk down
the cobblestone pathways of Maria Theresien Strasse and bask in the medieval
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European culture. The splendid Alps in the background provide a perfect picture-
postcard setting. Then proceed towards Italy, arrive at the pier in Venice, where we
board a public boat and sail to St. Mark’s Square – the main square of Venice,
where the only traffic is that of humans and pigeons! The famed Bell Tower and the
Clock Tower, display not only the time, but also the dominant sign of the Zodiac and
the current phase of the moon. Continue to the Bridge of Sighs, made of white
limestone, that passes over the Rio di Palazzo, connecting the old prisons with
interrogation rooms at the Doge's Palace.
Overnight in Padova / Occhiobello or similar. (Breakfast/Dinner)  

Breakfast,Dinner  
 

Day 10 : Guided city tour of Florence. View the remarkable and famous Leaning Tower of
Pisa.
 

Today drive to Florence – the cradle of the Renaissance. Along with your English
speaking local guide, absorb the culture with a tour of the historic city. View the
Duomo - the city’s most iconic landmark, the Campanile, the Baptistery with its
Gates to Paradise. See Piazza Della Signoria – an open-air museum crammed with
Renaissance sculptures, edged by historic cafes and presided over by the
magnificent Palazzo Vecchio. See the famed Ponte Vecchio (bridge) across the
River Arno. Next, drive to Piazzale Michelangelo to get a spectacular city panorama
view. Finally, proceed onwards to Pisa – the Square of Miracles and see the
remarkable Leaning Tower of Pisa. 
Overnight in the Tuscany Region. (Breakfast/Dinner)  

Breakfast,Dinner  
 

Day 11 : All roads lead to Rome – the eternal city. View the Basilica of St. Peter’s, Trevi
Fountain and Colosseum
 

Proceed towards the eternal city of Rome. Enjoy a guided city tour of Rome with an
expert English-speaking local guide. Visit the beautiful Basilica of St. Peter’s, be
mesmerized by the works of Michelangelo and Bernini. Then walk past the
magnificent Colosseum, a well preserved vast amphitheater for an outside view.
Later visit the beautiful Trevi Fountains. The legend goes that tossing a coin over
your shoulder brings you back to Rome. We continue past the Victor Emmanuel
Monument, the Roman Forum, and several more sights of this remarkable city.
Drive past the Victor Emmanuel Monument, the Roman Forum, and many more
sights in this remarkable city. 
Overnight in Rome. (Breakfast/Dinner)  

Breakfast,Dinner  
 

Day 12 : Depart and fly back home.
 

Your Holiday ends, today it’s time to fly back home. Check out and depart for the
airport for the flight home. (Breakfast)

Breakfast  
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Highlights
  

A complete tour at, an honest price.
City tour of London with a local guide.
Witness Changing of the Guards at Buckingham Palace.
Entrance to Madame Tussauds Wax Museum.
Travel under the English Channel through Le Shuttle or by Ferry from Dover to Calais.
Romantic cruise on the River Seine.
City tour of Paris with a local guide.
Visit the 2nd level of the Eiffel Tower.
Entrance to the Louvre Museum.
Witness breathtaking mountain peaks and glaciers at Mt. Titlis.
Orientation tour of beautiful Lucerne.
Opt to visit the top of Europe – excursion to Jungfraujoch. (Optional) 
Get familiar with the city of Munich on a guided tour.
Visit the Swarovski Crystal Headquarters and museum.
See the Maria Theresien Strasse and the Golden Roof.
Enjoy a boat ride to St. Mark’s square.
Enjoy an orientation tour of Venice.
Guided City tour of Florence with a local English-speaking guide.
Visit Square of Miracles with a photo-stop at the Leaning Tower of Pisa.
Guided City tour of Rome – view St. Peter’s Basilica and Colosseum 
Service of multilingual & knowledgeable tour manager who will accompany you throughout the tour.
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